brain has a characteristic architecture of packed layers of cells with specific functional identities. In VLDLR Ϫ apoER2 Ϫ , reln Ϫ , and dab1 Ϫ brains, these layers are dis- Figure 1) . Indeed, the ability to transport neurons remain superficial to subsequent generations LDL is a recent evolutionary adaptation of an ancient of cortical plate neurons, which pile-up underneath them receptor family. Even so, there have been few reasons to suspect that these proteins regulate cellular events during development. Thus, it is remarkable to discover that the ablation of two LDLR family members (VLDLR and ApoER2) causes very specific alterations in the development of the nervous system (Trommsdorff et al., 1999 [this issue of Cell ]). Moreover, the characteristic changes in the mutant brains indicate that neurons interpret or respond to positional information with the help of VLDLR and ApoER2, which may therefore be signaling receptors. These findings herald a new opportunity for interactions between researchers in atherosclerosis and neurobiology. The Phenotype of VLDLR Ϫ apoER2 Ϫ Mice Brain development is markedly altered in mice lacking both VLDLR and ApoER2 (Trommsdorff et al., 1999) . The double mutants have obvious and highly characteristic defects in neuronal layering in cerebral cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum. Detailed analysis shows that the VLDLR Ϫ apoER2 Ϫ phenotype is virtually identical to that seen when either of two other genes, reln (reelin) or dab1 (mammalian disabled-1), is mutated. Extensive neuroanatomical and cell marking analysis of reln mu- campus, and cerebellum. Each of these parts of the
. This is consistent with higher expression affected regions of the brain can and do migrate, but of VLDLR, relative to ApoER2, in the cerebellum than they seem to lack the ability to sense their position and in the cortex. Therefore, VLDLR and ApoER2 may be respond appropriately.
functionally redundant in a mechanistic sense, with each A Reln-Dab1 Signaling Pathway receptor working identically and its relative importance in Brain Development determined solely by its abundance. However, the simThe characterization of the reln and dab1 genes has ple hypothesis of a common molecular mechanism of made it possible to interpret the complex neuroanatomiaction raises the question of why closely related proteins cal defects of the mutants in terms of a signaling paththat are also expressed in the developing cortex and way. 
